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Book 10
Forgiveness

Chapter 1
Tell the Truth

1 This Everlasting Gospel is published in indexed chapters so it’s easy to quote, and

it’s easy to find the relevant things you will be discussing with each other, to at last create

the real kind of Utopian World in which there is no status quo and everyone has equality.

2 The so-called educated people of the world still haven’t taught the truth to the

youth, who are souls in body vehicles and have reincarnated from many past lifetimes

and already know everything! Most parents don’t know this. They think mostly about the

cute little bodies and that they are their mothers and fathers who live in homes, and they

are either professional people, or laboring workers, or business people, or industrial

owners, or elected representatives who rule over the people. Mind you, they have the

people paying taxes to run a government, while they pay the national debt, which they

don’t actually owe. All of this comes out of the satanic stocks and bonds market of the

Dragon; and they even sell insurance to the people, insuring them against all the death

and destruction that comes!

3 All of these shenanigans just show what happens to souls in body vehicles,

sentenced by themselves through many lifetimes because of their own wrongdoings.

4 Many youth were drafted into the military by the Dragon government to go fight

and kill those who had already risen out of perdition, destroying anyone who dares to rid

the world of the old establishment and have a real world commune in which people share.

5 Remember this has been a Carlanon planet, where those who have fallen in sin

(error) are gathered, so we wouldn’t expect them to be angels of God; and how many of

you now see the truth in Jesus’s teaching about the resurrection of your soul, seeing

yourself as an eternal soul, back in normal Universe, which the Galactic Elohim come

from in many spaceships to bring in the new world?!

6 As for the military, if they try to attack spaceships that come in perfect peace, the

military jet fighters with their guided missiles will explode in their own face. They soon
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learn they can’t fight Galactica, and what Galactica brings, which the Creation Entity has

ordered through them, is a utopian paradise kind of world that’s operated under God’s

30/30 Plan and works perfectly for happiness and enjoyment. This Godly Plan blesses all

people to live on a world that is finally at peace with itself.

7 The numbered chapters and paragraphs (as in the Bible) of this Everlasting

Gospel give it a ready index that ties right into the new autonomous self-governing

system of the World Wide Web, which takes all power away from status quo politicians

and turns the power over to the workers and those politicians and news commentators

who are all for Omni God’s plan.

8 Everyone stops guarding the status quo. They stop sending youth into their stupid

wars, and the youth of the world stand up and tell them where to get off.

9 It has to happen this way because it’s the morphic resonance which animates the

body by what is said and done. The youth should never have fallen for something that is

as dumb as a doornail, where men of the establishment, calling themselves a government,

are all messed up in patriotism, which is the refuge of scoundrels!

10 Just imagine the plight of women! 150 years ago, the ruling class of men wouldn’t

even let women vote. They were to stay home and run the house and care of the children.

But now the females have won rights to work and even be in the military, and they will

show the male soldiers that there’s a far better way to have real freedom, security and

abundance than to obey a bunch of military officers who plot the wars of two sides. It’s

never for the benefit of the working people of the world. They make war against those

people who are trying to have a social way of life, rather than capitalism.

Chapter 2
Make Love Not War

1 The military can’t be used for anything that’s real. It’s only used for the benefit of

the rich elite, to make more money from the likes of selling coffins and tombstones! How

far from the truth can God’s people get before they see and feel the light of God

consciousness in themselves, then do the right-on things of the new autonomous self-

government that uses the World Wide Web and the World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma

Yoga Exercise to completely end this old world?

 2 I’m in the middle of all this, and they tortured and killed Jesus, who started the

crusade for the restoring of the Kingdom of God on this planet, and now has come “thy

season,” in which we do it the right way. We don’t resist evil any longer. And the soldiers

and police will see the ridiculous paradox of it all in the picture of six year old Elian

Gonzales being rescued by masked devils with machine guns in hand. Another

Hollywood comedy!
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3 But Omni God comes in and proclaims loud and clear that the World Wide Work

Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise is the proper and safe way to end this old world and start

the new world, which has autonomous self-government and doesn’t need the military, the

judiciary-penal system, or even money.

4 Bill Gates of Microsoft has opened the window into the computer world. All

computers are intrinsically of the Galactic trinity, which ultimately forms an electronic

web on the planet, and all people must come into it if they are going to stay on this

Placentia planet. Placentia drops out its past, which was all a kind of greedy garbage and

none of it any good.

5 But the workers shined through it all. They invented, made, and built the thing

that would finally liberate the souls in body vehicles from the satanic money cult, which

tries to keep people as their slaves. Real freedom comes because the Galactic Elohim

applies the cosmic electricity, which is God’s spirit in all space, to make it happen, just as

it operates the whole Universe. It turns on the planet spiritually, which wakes humanity

up to finally bring the changes which must be made. The people still won’t know much

about these things until they study this Everlasting Gospel, which tells all and knows all.

6 The latest thing of the dumb science is that they say the Universe is flat. Now

there is a joke! Even with their most powerful radio telescopes, they see but a

microscopic particle of the infinite Universe.

7 They have the idea a “Big Bang” began the Universe in their kind of artificial

time, and they say the Universe will end with a whimper. The ridiculous is sublime! The

Universe is God, and God is the Universe, which is from Everlasting to Everlasting.

8 Earth consciousness and its material science has a sun which they say burns

hydrogen, and this makes light and heat. Well, the Sun is a Solar Logos that receives its

energy from the Mind of God. Most of the people who graduate from the universities

with degrees have to agree with all the stupidity they are fed, so they get a passing grade

on report cards. But when they get out in the real world, so to speak, they apply their

telepathic communion, which all the workers use to get the job done, such as doing the

gardening to grow food and make plants grow.

Chapter 3
The Tantric Yoga Love Spas

1 Let’s say, in the past several thousand years, since homosexuality has come to our

attention, that it began because souls incarnated into both male and female bodies down

through the ages, and their feelings about sex sometimes got confused when they would

switch gender. It increased in small homes where families with many children had young

boys sleeping together and young girls sleeping together, and in their romantic dream

state they would make love with each other.
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2 This was seen by the woman, Isis, long ago in Alexandria, Egypt, and she started

the idea of tantric yoga love spas, so that when they are ready, male and female children

could be mated together in loving ways, with no sexual hang-ups.

3 Don’t you remember all this when you were a teenager? The boys and girls

masturbated and some massaged each other’s sexual organs to have a climax, which was

dissipating their body fluids that are needed to vitalize the sensory mechanism of the

body. The life force was and is all masturbated away, in both sexes.

4 Isis had the right ideas of how to prevent phobias and have a healthy body. She

knew that bodies are animated by a collective consciousness, which the Creation has put

in a planet’s aura to animate the body in the natural way of life.

5 So Isis started a “tantric yoga love spa” among the enlightened people of her

community, many of whom were of nobility and were spiritually united together. They

knew why there was a lower class, that it was simply because of the exploitation of a rich

ruling class, who believed they were gods and thought they were destined to rule the

earth.

6 This is another example of what led up to the Solar Catastrophe in this Plentoria

solar system – the same entities making the same mistake over and over. Now we are

correcting this spiritual error, by setting up our new world according to the precepts of

Spirit God given in the New Covenant/World Bill of Rights, which brings perfect

procedure to life.

7 Why does the establishment keep youth and mature men and women in a dither

about sexual love? Making sexual love is a very wonderful thing, and women don’t need

to become pregnant until they want to have a baby if they use the tantric yoga birth

control mantra.

8 The New Jerusalem spaceship will soon come into orbit about the new Placentia.

It has several thousand shuttle craft to send down to pick up many people for a visit in

their Autonomous New World Government headquarters. This is all scheduled through

the computers of the World Wide Web. Computers and the Internet are the new thing that

sets the people free and eliminates all the hassles of this old world.

9 The Galactic Trinity Computer bypasses all buying and selling. The workers

make everything, so they can make everything free for themselves and everyone, and no

radical group can stop them!

10 The New Jerusalem has a body-growing nova in it, so to start with, those entities

in crippled, deformed or chronically ill bodies can be brought up to our new Galactic

Headquarters, taken out of their old body and put in a new body, just like those who were

colonized here in the Pyramid Temple Communities, which were perfect and beautiful.

Their old body is then dematerialized.
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11 This will start a new kind of family on the new Placentia – one that’s an extended

family, where the bodies born of woman don’t have a legally ordained father and mother,

because the bodies born come about through the Creation’s process and not just because

of a man and woman.

12 The souls, who are already mature, should have possession of their own body, and

not be thought of as little children who don’t know anything and have to be educated.

13 We are starting to bring about our new world now through the Everlasting Gospel

seminars in cities all over the world, so that the youth can experience what real life is all

about and leave this old world behind and come into the new world that has real free

love, and not the kind of wishy-washy emotional love, where women have been ruled

over by men.

14 The Isis and Hermes school of tantric yoga continued down through the ages. It

spread from Egypt to Greece and Rome, where it was advancing and bringing along

children who wouldn’t become affected by satanic power, which was prevalent in the

morphic resonance, recorded there by those who have run the usury money lending bank,

which has legal foreclosures against people of misfortune who can’t pay the interest on

the loans.

15 The whole idea of new nations coming forth, both the U.S. and USSR, was that

they each had a new Constitution that would eliminate usury money and replace it with

money that was a medium of exchange. Then all things would be built on one high

standard for everyone, which meant that the satans would lose their evil power they have

with their usury money.

16 Every good king or queen had this in mind, as well. So why did they all fail, as

they did even in America in 1787 at the Constitutional Congress in Philadelphia? This is

told about in Revelation 3:7-10, and hasn’t been completed even to this day. They failed

because they couldn’t penetrate to the center of the money racket, to bring its sins to light

in a way that had no judgement or violence attached.

Chapter 4
Ending the Money Racket

1 Their negative actions aside, the common objective of Hitler, Tojo and Stalin was

to eliminate the evil usury money system, headquartered in New York City and London,

which made those who supported it rich and busted those who were against it. Even

Roosevelt and Churchill knew about the evil money racket, but they couldn’t speak out

about their real feelings in America or England for fear that they would be killed. The

bankers who sponsored Hitler set him to war against the Soviet Union, setting off the war

of two sides, which they profited from immensely by dealing armaments to both sides.
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2 In the 1930s, the FRS usury bank in America created a world depression which

put Americans and French and English people on the street out of work and starving, and

they were forced to arm and go to war against the Axis powers. The most obvious evil in

all this was that most of the newspaper journalists never told the people, who would form

as the Allied power, what those of the Axis powers really said. The Axis powers mostly

blamed Americans, the French and the British for giving asylum to the Usury World

Bank. This usury bank was fostered by the Learned Elders of Zion, who claimed the Jews

were God’s chosen people.

3 Here the ridiculous is sublime! All of this shows the power of the Dragon (the

World Usury Bank) and the Beast (the military industrial complex), where money

determines what happens. But now, Galactica has changed all this through their trinity

12-D, alpha/beta/gamma computers, that have broadcast the Christ telepathic communion

into the workers to bring forth the scientific-technological age. Ultimately, in the same

manner, the consciousness rises in them to embrace this Godly Plan, and this brings an

end to the Dragon and the Beast, peacefully. They can no longer make war because the

people have transferred themselves into the new autonomous self-governing system of

the World Wide Web, exactly as Galactica has planned.

4 Cable and generated electricity will no longer be needed for power, because

Galactica can put a Dynadran power unit over every city, and send in free electricity to

light all the lights and run all the motors, even the cars, trucks, buses, trains and airplanes.

So does this cast out satanism, all greed, vanity and foolishness? You had better believe

it, while you still have time to be of the wheat, which the Lord leads to victory over the

satans, who are the greedy selfish people and are rich because they cooperate with the

CIA of the FRS usury bank, which assassinates those who tell the truth that exposes the

monstrous doings of the evil Dragon and the Beast.

5 The disgrace of the Vietnam War and the Gulf War, waged by American soldiers

who obeyed the Dragon and the Beast, has made America the nation that rides the red

horse of the Apocalypse (Revelation 6:4). America takes peace from the whole world and

advocates that they should kill one another. France rides on the black horse, verses 5-6,

and England rides on the pale horse, verse 8, which says “They had power over a fourth

part of the world and they did kill with hunger and the sword.”

6 This is all part of Conspirators’ Hierarchy: The Story of the Committee of 300,

that Dr. John Coleman is revealing. He was prodded by Omni God to expose to the

people the evil that goes on in the secret world government that hands down protocol to

the presidents of nations, and if they don’t obey their orders they are assassinated.

7 The authors, Dr. John Coleman, A. Ralph Epperson and his exposure book, The

New World Order, and David Ickes and his book, The Truth Shall Set You Free, are like
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the prophets Omni God has sent out to gather real facts of life for the people, who are

willing and ready to end this old, evil stinking mess in the world.

8 The information these telepathic channels don’t have is here in this book of Omni

God’s Everlasting Gospel, which tells about the Solar Catastrophe and why it happened

and that it is the cause of all this confusion. And it adds the very important point of

forgiveness for all.

9 The consciousness of this world can now be made whole again in this third

millennium, as the remaining 8 billion, or so, souls that are still here are redeemed back

into normal Universe.

Chapter 5
This World is Baaled Up

1 An interesting thing is that in the crust of the earth, there is oil, coal, tar, minerals

and ores, as though the Creator had stopped the dematerializing of the whole ruined solar

system, and was planning then for the future now, creating systems that would bring forth

the scientific-technological age; and the most important part of it by far has come in the

past 200 years in which the Arjunas rose between the Kauravas and Pandavas, whose

story in the Bhagavad Gita symbolizes the social workers and the rich ruling classes.

During this time all things for a new world would be developed for the ultimate good of

everyone.

2 In order to cause the satanic power to do its part in the restoring of normal life on

this planet, to put back in place all that had been taken for special privilege, such as the

private ownership of mansions, industries, and natural resources, it would take repeated

incarnations of the entity Baal, who was the promoter of the ill-fated brain theory, that

believed the brain can think up thought. To the Luciferic entities this was the discovery of

the 13th dimension, where entities imagined they would become gods who rule over

people, planets and solar systems. As we see, this was all an illusion, a cosmic case of

mistaken identity. Although the Universe is autonomous self-government, the entities

who had taken on Luciferic satanic power used their new power in bringing forth rules of

conduct that could be used to control the masses.

3 More history about the Solar Catastrophe shows that the Creation Entity is, first

and last, redeeming Itself here. Itself is the jillions of microcosms that It has developed

the Universe through, 8 billion of whom are still trapped in a solar space warp of their

own miscreation.

4 The false Luciferic ideals are the oldest illusion in the Universe. This illusion-

confusion is based on believing that the body has a brain that can think, and that this

thinking is the 13th dimension that everyone should seek for in the evolving Universe.
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According to the Luciferic entities the Universe has come through time evolution, and the

rulership of governors is what is needed.

5 Now the surprise few expected was that the Creation had to use the Luciferic

entities here in the reforming plan for healing the effects of the Solar Catastrophe.

6 So then, the entity Baal is first incarnated into David’s son, Solomon, to bring the

world under money atonement. Later, his incarnation as Mayer Amschel Rothschild set

the stage for controlling the world’s money some 200 years later through the Federal

Reserve System and the Stock Exchange, which makes everyone personally responsible

for the money they earn or lose in the exploitation of one another. The Utopian Kingdom

of God was gone from them, and the Moses Real People of Israel had failed to set up

communities in which “things were held common and distribution was made according to

need.”

7 You see that in a solar system where the consciousness of God’s spirit has been

baked out of it, no consciousness is left to inform life. So then how are we to restore it so

we all have equality, freedom, security and abundance? That’s where the workers of the

world come in, whom the Galactic Elohim have animated to create the scientific-

technological age.

8 When Solomon became King over all of Israel about 1000 B.C., God sent Hiram,

King of Tyre, who was a master in architecture and had experienced workers who knew

how to build things, to build the new temple for King Solomon. This is written about in 1

Kings 5:1-5. Now, we build the new world temple that includes all people being blessed

with all things, both spiritual and material. This will fullfill the Lord’s purpose of

restoring Israel, fulfilling the Israelites of the Bible, the Bhagavad Gita, the Tao Te

Ching, the Koran, the Torah, all the holy books of all the world’s religions.

9 The amazing truth surrounding this is that the Creation operates the Universe and

Its life through Its morphic resonance of formative causation, which is like playing a

record on a turntable. This animates the bodies in sight and sound; for example, to sing

the notes in the opera, and in the ballet, to spin into the air and land on your feet in exact

balance with gravity.

10 All of this is in the formative causation, the morphic resonance that had to be

restored; and it wouldn’t be until into the third millennium that Rupert Sheldrake’s key

idea of life being a process of formative causation was understood by some people, and

finally we have the Internet, an electronic world wide web. All this has come

telepathically, in which Galactic adepts used their trinity computers to psychically

animate the workers of the world to create the things that could be used to restore God’s

way of life on the planet, which is a sure thing.

11 After all, the Galactic Elohim are totally into helping the souls on these few

Carlanon planets, where souls have fallen into a hell of their own making, and they
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actually kill each other in their wars of affliction. Now the youth of the world (old souls

in young bodies), must stop the cowardly adults from using the youth to fight in their

wars, which is nothing more than the karma going back to Solomon of the original FRS,

extended way beyond its time.

12 It should have ended in 1787 at the Constitutional Congress in Philadelphia,

Revelation 3:7-12, which representatives of France and England came to, and the

Founding Father Masons were supposed to announce that they would print a new money

that was only a medium of exchange, and it would eventually replace the old usury bank

and stock exchanges.

13 But the Masons didn’t get the job done. They were unable to go ahead and do it in

1787. This is the “stone the builders rejected,” which is told about in St. Matthew 21:42-

43.

14 And notice in St. John 14:30, after telling of the New World Comforter Spirit of

truth in verses 16, 17 and 26, that Jesus says,

Hereafter I will not talk much with you, for the Prince of this world cometh, [the

Archangel Michael of Daniel 12:1-13] and hath nothing in me.

15 The word in the original script was “everything in me,” because the Comforter

Spirit of truth is all in Christ consciousness. But Jesus means that when the Kingdom of

God comes, then the past is gone. So this shows why Jesus no longer has anything to talk

about, because all religions are fulfilled.

16 In Christianity they assume that the Kingdom of God comes because Jesus’s

followers win the battle of Armageddon. But this isn’t so. The Galactic Elohim have the

live telepathic-vision broadcasting equipment in the etheric world wide web which

actually animates the bodies of the workers and brings them into the WWWS/KYE so

they will bring about Omni God’s 30/30 Plan in a nonviolent way.

17 Note that in the first part of April at the start of the third millennium, the London

Stock Exchange was shut down all day, because the stock exchange was crashing,

crashing, crashing all day long. This demonstration shows that the Galactic Elohim have

the electronic equipment that can crash the system of satanic power which deceives the

whole world at any time.

18 The spiritual people are so accustomed to being deceived that they never look for

the handwriting on the wall, or reason why Jack fell down and broke his crown and Jill

came tumbling after.

19 The Galactic Elohim are the direct psychic adepts of the Creation, who speak the

words of the PSI Synthesis that contradict all the mortal minded trifles such as the female

general in the American army and the male general she said made sexual passes at her.

20 Gee whiz, males can’t be around females without all those things of nature’s

ethereal hormones and enzymes beginning to activate and cross catalyze, that carry
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consciousness to all parts of the female and male bodies, so making sexual love is all

beautiful.

21 Naturally, the Isis women should set up the tantra yoga love spas in every

community, so the males and females can have vibrant sexual love together, and use

spiritual love energy to activate all seven chakras through mantras of words spoken.

22 The Universe is made to operate in your behalf by the words you speak. All the

spiritual teachers call this praying, in which you don’t ask God for material things. God

has already given you everything that is wonderful. So you just speak of the things you

want spiritually.

23 Mantra one would be: You don’t desire a pregnancy from this sexual love

relationship, and this turns off the sperm’s energy to give life.

24 Two: You want all the tired centers and cells in your body to be rejuvenated and

recharged, and so they are.

25 Three: You want to create clouds of ethereal plasma, filled with love-energy,

which God needs to heal the world of all the negative effects.

26 Four: You don’t want to speak any words that are antithesis or thesis to God’s

Creation, only the synthesis will you speak.

27 Five: You ask for and offer forgiveness for all the souls in bodies that haven’t

discovered God’s telepathic communion in them.

28 Six: The females receive understanding of how the male energies and sexual

organs work, and the males receive understanding of how the female energies and sex

organs work.

29 Now as everything climaxes (ha, ha) into a new world and leaves the old world

and all of its non-productive things behind, the people are not the ones who determine

things. Only the things that are of the Creation Mind can determine events, and the

people must be in the main events that are taking place in the framing of the new world.

30 None of it is of this old world. This old world is just satanic habits that have

manifested through the American kind of business and politics-as-usual, where both

antithesis and thesis get their share of the ready cash in lawsuits, etc.

31 However, when there is free love in the military, then the generals won’t be able

to get the guys and gals to use weapons so they can pretend they won the war or the court

trial.

Chapter 6
False Justice

1 You might say Amerigo Vespucci was a traveling salesman for the Spanish

Empire in those days when new continents were being discovered.
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2 They had already been discovered by the people who were living in them. But for

the legal institutions to make claims, history had to be entered into the courts.

3 For example, Elian Gonzales, the six year old boy from Cuba, was found in

November 1999 clinging to an inner tube in the ocean near Florida’s coast line, after his

mother went down with the boat, and he was turned over to his uncle in Miami. What

followed was just cowardly and shameful on both sides, another mortal farce played out

on the world media. It took six months and many millions of dollars to decide what

spiritual common sense could see in one minute.

4 The purpose of this is to show that the justice system in America isn’t for the

people. It’s for those in control of the justice system, who all have to make their money

first, and even then the kind of justice they give isn’t based on simple common sense, but

is based on the rich ruling class versus the common people. The ruling class in America

are being offered Spirit God’s real justice in the WWWS/KYE, along with the common

people, who really deserve to be liberated from status quo slavery.

5 The facts about Elian are that he isn’t a six year old boy, if you tell the truth, for

in the body is an entity of many past lifetimes; and if they talk to the soul in the body in

the psychology of eternity, the soul in the body will finally come forth to speak in the

synthesis of eternity.

6 This world is just a mortal-minded razzmatazz where many parents of children

have made up false knowledge of what young bodies are, and this is all recorded in the

formative causation of what they say, and keeps playing back and animating the body in

wrong concerns and actions, until finally the people realize that out of the mouths of

babes comes eternal consciousness.

7 So we can say that just as the baby Moses was found in the reeds of a Nile

tributary, Elian was found in the ocean clinging to an inner tube, and it’s still the same

day in eternity. But the mortal-minded have invented time, so they can get paid on time,

and pay their bills before they shut off their lights, or take their home as well.

8 Now, of course, this planet you call Earth is one of those places in

Immaculaceptor Galaxy where the Galactic Elohim is in charge of the souls in body

vehicles, so they are safely returned to normal Universe, and then this planet and its

ruined solar system is dematerialized from space.

9 This is what Revelation 20:14-15 is all about. But judgement and punishment has

crept into the Bible because of the Satanic Force, that has created an illusory man-God

who sacrificed his son for the sinners of the world, so that those who believed in him

could be redeemed, and those who didn’t would be cast into the lake of fire forever.

10 It would be very hard to get more ensnarled in satanism than this. Satanism is

only the Creation turned around backwards, where the lawyers get the people to sue the

tobacco companies as a cure for smoking; and the corporate elite behind the WTO try to
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stop the Ruckus Society camps that have sprung up in America, teaching non-violent

civil disobedience tactics to demonstrators before the affair in Seattle. These non-violent

youth have been raised by the Universal aura of the One World Family Commune, where

Allen Michael has taught them real common-ism, which is to live communally, and serve

the people free food, and give them free truth, that can be used to liberate all the people in

the new Placentia, planet of rebirth and plenty for everyone.

11 The Ruckus Society and groups like it are on the rise all over the world, activated

by resonance from the spiritual synthesis energies channeled into the planet’s morphic

resonance through Allen Michael, the New World Comforter Spirit of truth. This began

after April of 1947, when this entity from the Galaxy came into an earth body as the

interpreter of the Bible, to open its seals so everyone could know the truth, and start to

use it to bring about the long awaited Kingdom of the normal Universe, to be brought on

the new Placentia.

12 Ruckus Society Director John Sellers tells that they have 2000 graduates and 120

trainers who are into the synthesis of non-violent civil disobedience, and the same with

Greenpeace and the climbing of the Sears tower in Chicago. We all unite to reach the

heavens so we can bring heaven on earth.

13 Note that Ruckus is creating a ruckus on earth, and Sellers is selling out the

mortal minded system for a dime a dozen, and Gleick has proclaimed Faster, and

Sheldrake has brought the idea of formative causation to the surface. So the people of

what was the Earth have now begun turning it into Placentia, planet of rebirth and plenty

for everyone.

Chapter 7
The Wheat Separates from the Chaff

1 Now Galactica is approaching the great task of firing all the nuclear weapons into

the morphic resonance around the planet and exploding them, and this will fission out of

the people’s collective consciousness all the mortal mindedness and satanic power in it,

and leave those who are not born again into the real telepathic communion of the

Creation Spirit of the Universe in a state of amnesia. Their bodies will soon die, and the

souls will be taken up into the Heavenly Abode, and then sent to one of the other three

Carlanon planets in our galaxy. These Carlanon planets are three to five thousand years

away from their cosmic initiation, which those of the New Placentia are experiencing

now.

2 Also, advanced souls from the other three projects have been sent here so they can

transcend when the wheat is separated from the chaff.

3 Were the wheat not separated from the chaff, then the chaff would go on bilking

those of the wheat, keeping the same old confusion, all to make money, and be able to
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drive the fine cars and wear the fine dresses and suits, and all of it the workers of the

world made.

4 But now the workers of the world will come into Omni God’s plan and carry out

the WWWS/KYE and establish God’s 30/30 Plan all over the world.

5 For reference, a big atomic fissioning in space happened once before with the

great Tungas Pass explosion in Russia in 1908, when Omni God was preparing Russia’s

territorial aura for the great project of Marx and Lenin, which the Soviets – the council of

the people – would take up, and their mission was to bring in real Christ Communism all

over the world, which was easy to do.

6 All they had to do was rid the world of courts and prisons and usury money, and

not get caught up in using satanic power; which America is in the grip of now, riding the

red horse of the Apocalypse, taking peace from the whole world. They advocate the use

of guns to stop crime, which they create more of every day in their false system of

justice.

7 In the prophecy of the four horsemen of the Apocalypse in Revelation 6:1-8, those

on the white horse are of the world’s common people, such as the Ruckus Society and

Greenpeace, and they have a bow, and a crown of God, and go forth conquering and to

conquer. France is on the black horse, and England of course is on the pale horse. Verses

9-11 are about those souls in the Heavenly Abode.

8 In verse 12, the reference to the “sackcloth of hair and the moon became as

blood,” refers to the nuclear weapons being fired into space and exploded, which for a

few days causes smoke and dust in the air; just as with the 1908 explosion, where you

could read a newspaper outside at night as the satanic power was burning in the lower

astral plane. At that time Galactica exploded a great freighter space ship that had been left

orbiting the earth, because it had been grounded out in the earth’s satanic aura.

9 Everyone who buys and sells, wheels and deals every day creates more satanic

power in the Earth’s aura, and this is what causes the eruptions of old volcanoes,

lightning storms, tornadoes, hurricanes, and floods, and emotionally charged relationship

changes between men, women and kids.

10 In a female-male relationship, the satanic energy builds by the negated energies of

both parties. Both are responsible for the conflict. We call it polarization, but what is

really happening is that satanic energy is building in the auras of both parties.

11 The outside and inside temperatures of the planet keep rising from this also, as

well as from the burning of fossil fuels, even though Nikola Tesla and others came to

create the technology to use solar energy and other forms of free energy, to have free

electricity.

12 The satans are struggling to keep their kind of getting-for-self, and those who are

casting out Satan are struggling with this satanic power. Satan is not a man, just as God
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isn’t a man but is the Creation Spirit of the Universe. This Everlasting Gospel is the first

real news from the Universe, and is brought by Allen Michael, whom the establishment

has tried to stop. However, God takes care of Its own, otherwise there would be no

redemption from sinning. This is demonstrated by the lawyers of love like Johnny

Cochran in the O.J. Simpson trial. The false justice system only ruins lives and puts

people in prisons, which is part of the old barbaric lifestyle that still permeates our

society.

13 Doret Kollerer publishes the radical North Coast XPress magazine, which is the

heaviest reading there is about a world that has gone mad, and by just reading the true

stories, you feel your vibrations going down and down. This wouldn’t happen if she

would instruct the editorialists and columnists to give the solution to every evil in the

establishment they point out.

14 Authors of articles should always tell the way things can be if the people make it

so. For example, when they are talking about the awful things happening in prisons, they

could describe the way society could create rehabilitation centers for healing people.

15 Human consciousness is based on body and soul chakras drawing cosmic energies

through them, giving life. So people are brought down in vibrations when there isn’t the

positive part of the story which balances out each incident of evil, explaining the proper

way of judging a thing. Clear judgement sees all opposites as relative and gives the

Synthesis ideas of oneness that balance it all out.

16 For instance, the prisons should be resort hotels for healing, situated in beautiful

places all over the world, where people learn about the new world that comes about as

fast as the people express it. The current prisons all over the world should be bulldozed to

the ground.

17 This is how to end the hell on earth: End the system that produces it.

18 I feel for Doret and all the people who write for her magazine, who are in a kind

of hell themselves. They don’t tell the people how to get out of hell, so they all remain in

hell.

19 Doret tells that “nuclear terrorism is the biggest threat today, but no weapon in

our vast arsenal can protect us from a terrorist willing to die (and kill) for what he or she

believes in.”

20 The truth is that Galactica, with a simple spaceship that can make crop circles, can

also send all the nuclear missiles into space and explode them so the results are a victory

for those who love God’s Creation with all their heart and soul, and would never be part

of the trash.

21 The part of the science and technology that we will keep is only that which is in

line with the synthesis Spirit of this Everlasting Gospel. It is named “Everlasting”
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because it returns the souls on Earth to eternal life everlasting, and it doesn’t make any

difference whether they are classified as good or bad, they are returned to the Kingdom.

22 In normal Universe, there is no knowledge of this Carlanon project planet. So

when souls wake up back in normal Universe, they don’t know that they have been away.

23 Or if they wake up on another Carlanon planet they don’t know anymore than

they did on Earth, where the souls here at this time of the “Future Now” have strange

feelings of unmistakable joy, as the Pleiadians had two thousand years ago at the time of

their delivery, as told by Billy Meier from Switzerland in his book, Contact from the

Pleiades.

24 So who do you believe? Don’t believe in anyone of duality. Just be one for all and

all for one in equality. Why equality? Because equality is that great word that heals all

things. God’s WWWS/KYE is totally for equality and brings forth the 30/30 Plan through

which the people flourish in this third millennium.

25 When all of the approximately eight billion souls are restored to normal Universe

in six or seven hundred years, then the Creation can go ahead and dematerialize this

ruined solar system from space.

26 The huge boulders in orbit about the sun that are called the asteroid belt were the

planet Maldek, which blew completely apart. Saturn blew off its crust, which now form

its rings, and all the planets were effected to one degree or another. There is no life out

there except here on the outside of Earth, that was made green by Galactica to redeem

God’s microcosms. So then, the groups of people like Greenpeace are of the Creation’s

main group that brings about God’s Kingdom again for a period, until all souls can leave

the new Placentia and be restored to normal Universe.

27 All that you or I have to do to restore utopia here and return to normal Universe is

simply to be in Omni God’s telepathic communion and stop all senseless thinking,

guessing, and supposing, which is satanic power.

28 People who are “thinking” get paid or grow rich, while the world around them is

going further into degeneration, because those of the system, such as the military, the

police department, the judiciary penal system – the whole legal system of judges, lawyers

and the rule of laws made by men – do not benefit the Constitution of the United States or

its people.

29 The nation is laid wide open for commercial rackets because of usury money, and

all of their departments are floundering in the dust because they haven’t laid the

cornerstone yet for the right use of money. Jesus tells about this stone the builders

rejected in St. Matthew 21:42-43, so the Kingdom of God mission was taken away from

the Masonic United States.
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30 The cornerstone is in the Constitution in Article I, Section 8, Paragraph 5, and

says, “Congress shall have the power to coin [or print] the money and regulate the value

thereof.”

31 Just try to imagine the great nation Abraham is bringing, as told of in Genesis

12:1-3. This is about the real United States, which is not America. The third verse tells

that in the United States, the states of the world united, “shall all the families of the earth

be blessed.”

32 Why is this true? Because when the United States people proclaim to the world

their destiny mission, then the old satanic usury bank and its artificial money that gives

them power over the whole world is taken away. So then all the families and their

children are going to be blessed. Finally the Dragon, the FRS, IRS, and IMF are changed

into the free cash flow money system of Agent 666, where money is received at the teller

window. It all happens through the Internet, using the available hardware and software

that Galactica has brought forth through the telepathic workers of the world. They have

now created a huge web of free giving and receiving around all of those who use satanic

power, who are predestined to fall at this time. And forgiveness must be ready for them,

so that Satanism has no place in our new world.

33 Notice at this time when Satanism ends, the old military, the prisons, the old

courts, all of these end; and the Republicans pointing the finger at the Democrats, and the

Democrats pointing at the Republicans also ends. All systems of the old world end all

over the world. There is no longer a need for a two party system or voting, or for police

to police the streets, or for soldiers to fight against one another, or for judges or

bondsmen. All this has passed away, thanks to the Galactic telepathic computer sending

forth the formative causation through the workers of the world, who bring the blessing to

all the families of the earth because they stop working for money and begin creating the

things of life, liberty and the pursuits of happiness.

Chapter 8
Hermes Masonic Project

1 The pyramid on the Great Seal is from Hermes’ Giza project, where he started the

world movement of the Real People, called Is Real; and the “New Order for the Ages” is

his Masonic project. Above the pyramid is the all-seeing eye of God, which “Prospers our

Undertaking.” This is the Creation Spirit of the Universe, which says to the inhabitants of

the little prison planet, “My people, come out of this hell on Earth, that ye not be

partakers of her sins [satanic power], which create war, crime, disease, poverty, and

mortal death in order to make money. The love of money is the root of all evil.”

2 Because the inhabitants of the Earth didn’t have the spirit of God in them, they

would have to be put under money atonement to cause them to do things for one another,
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and this would finally lead to the development of science and technology, and under

usury money, the money barons would rise to the top. Many people would be spoiled in

the shuffle, and this would cause a lower class, and when the time came as it has now for

the laying of the cornerstone, the rich ruling class would have control over oil, gas, coal,

salt, sugar, minerals and ores, and cars, airplanes and trains, food production,

newspapers, radio, television, and movies. Their money would be in the Babylon stock

exchange and bonds market making more money for them. Nowadays they don’t deliver

a case of money, they just press some buttons on the computer and the credit is in their

accounts.

3 This is the great time that the Galactic psychic adepts knew would come, when

they had spoken the words of God, and done the deeds of God, telepathically animating

the workers to invent, make and build all things, animating them to bring about the tools,

living quarters, transportation, food, and recreation of the people. Then this time would

come when the rich ruling class would use the police and the military to protect their

interests, and they would make war against different groups of people who try to throw

off the status quo.

4 For example, with the WTO meeting in Seattle, the new world thesis people

shouldn’t have given it resistance, which is the only thing that makes the antithesis WTO

have any real action at all. The world supermarket is rubbish, with merchant ships

hauling manufactured goods all over the world, which people can buy anywhere, except

in those poor nations where the IMF takes all the money to pay back loans.

5 All of this nonsense can be traced directly back to the Solar Catastrophe, after

which Galactica colonized the human bodies here in the pyramid communities, because

there was no other way to heal the microcosms, so their soul chakras could be realigned

to operate in unison with the natural law, except to incarnate them into human bodies.

6 This was the Hermes Galactic project, which went on for four hundred thousand

years and redeemed some 16 billion souls out of the about 24 billion souls that were

spaced out in the Solar Catastrophe. Twenty thousand years ago the Galactic Elohim

closed down their project and took all their equipment and space ships back to Altamira

and Altamedia. The remaining souls had strayed away from the Pyramid Temple

Communities in bodies that couldn’t live out in nature unless they had clothes and shelter

to live in, along with fire and water. So, the struggle for survival was severe, and the

suffering was great. Over thousands of years many souls devolved out of a pure

communal environment into tribal life, with all its struggles, superstitions and taboos.

7 Today’s popular science has it that humans evolved on Earth along with animals,

and they have finally evolved the material world and bodies of today. Also, the Bible has

it that Adam and Eve were the first male and female who started life on the planet, and
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Eve was blamed for the fall of humans from the Garden of Eden. In truth, it wasn’t as

either science or the Bible tells.

8 Here is truth about life in normal Universe: The female and male bodies in tantric

yoga love spas make love together, and out of this rises ethereal clouds of Bliss, which

the Creation Entity gathers and forms into great fields, in which It grows a new Galaxy.

9 Then, by the Creation Entity infusing them with Creative Life Force, the new

galactic fields give birth to billions of suns, surrounded by planets that are all hollow and

have openings at their poles, and a sun in their center.

10 Further, there are body producing novas in space, and these cosmic suns give

birth to zillions of human-like eternal bodies, that teleport to places where souls are

gathered. The soul microcosms differentiate out of Macrocosm in the etheric honeycomb

spaces of suns, then move to planets where they merge with bodies.

11 The nature inside the planets grows beautiful things for bodies with souls

incarnated into them, so they may live in the Creation’s luxury of everything imaginable

that is utopian and is shared by everyone. You can see how beautiful and perfect it all is,

operating as total oneness of all life.

12 However, the Solar Catastrophe took place here because some entities began to

teach that their body had a brain that could think, and that it was the source of a new,

higher truth.

13 Note that politicians are always saying, “I think this,” and “I think that.” But they

never say one word about the normal conversations that go on between mothers and

fathers and their growing children, who are souls incarnate on Earth and are part of one

nation or another. When there are rich nations and poor nations, it’s because those who

are the most greedy will get rich, and those who have spiritual ethics will be poor, and

then the Dragon in its IMF department will pretend that it is giving money to the poor

nations, where millions are starving and need medical attention and food. Their so-called

loans only exploit the people, deepening their enslavement.

14 The Utopian Synthesis Party, which campaigned in the presidential elections of

the 1980s, laid down the social rules that are spiritual, which we sowed in the morphic

resonance of formative causation in this nation’s space territory. These ideas, which you

are reading in this Everlasting Gospel, are the main source of truth which finally rises to

inspire the workers of the world to bring the WWWS/KYE. This ends this old world and

brings in Omni God’s Kingdom. The soldiers themselves take power over the military,

and tell the powers-that-be they will no longer fight to uphold the status quo ways of

ignorant, hypnotized men.

15 Notice that the newspaper reporters never tell the full truth as you read here in

God’s Everlasting Gospel, and the presidents of false nations never talk to the people
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directly, but remain in the masquerade of great national Constitutions that don’t say

anything that is really important.

16 Any Constitution that doesn’t declare “equality” as the basic premise on which a

society is built, and then present money that is only a medium of exchange, where prices

of things never change, isn’t worth the paper it’s written on. The idea is to build all things

on one high standard for everyone.

Chapter 9
Forgiving All Sins

1 Up until now, the people could not bear the karma of the knowledge of the Solar

Catastrophe; and now you see the part the Bible’s man-Satan plays, and similarly the

man-God up in heaven on a throne. The people had to be placated, because they had

already ruined their solar system and fallen into a hell of a fix. They would be some six

million years separated from normal Universe, where great causation spaceships go all

over the utopian Universe, where entities don’t think because they are all-Knowing.

2 So are you going to use this last millennium to be restored to God’s Kingdom, or

are you going to be one of those souls that is sent to another Carlanon planet that is three

to five thousand years away from God’s Kingdom being restored there?

3 Here and now, the moment has come for total transformation. The workers and

the Labor unions have had it with the status quo. The last straw in the hay stack had

written on it, “Rid yourselves of the FRS, IMF and Import/Export banks and establish the

teller window 666, which is free cash flow money that everyone can have.” They knew it

was time to peacefully break the bank before it painfully broke their backs.

4 Let us forgive the CIA agents and the FRS people, and load all the weapons on

box cars and send them to the smelters to make new metals for the new world before the

shit hits the fan, if you will pardon the expression.

5 This is what Ezekiel 39:1-11 is saying, and verse 10 means to stop those who use

satanic power from spoiling more people, and to rob them of the opportunity to go on

robbing us.

6 JFK  was attempting to do this. In a past lifetime JFK was Julius Caesar, who was

killed by his senators because he always took a stand with the common people, the

workers. In his incarnation as president, Kennedy was one of the seven kings that

Revelation 17:10-11 tells of, whom Omni God had appointed to manage World War II,

and up through the wars that followed in Korea and Vietnam. The five who had fallen (or

had died), were Roosevelt, Churchill, Tojo, Mussolini, and Stalin, and the one still living

was DeGaulle. The one to come and remain a short space was Kennedy, and the eighth

that was part of the seventh was Lyndon B. Johnson, and he would go into perdition

(retirement).
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7 Again I ask you, how could the Creation Spirit of the Universe have known all

these things in detail, to put it in the Bible? It is the same Lord, so to speak, that is now

leading the Israelites, who are all the common people of the world, out of their iniquities

and into Its Kingdom.

8 This is not referring to the false nation of Israel of the Middle East, which is a

home for Holocaust survivors and many souls of the Jewish faith. The true Israelites are

the 12 lost tribes, who are the world’s cosmopolitan people. So the Americans and British

– two of the lost tribes of Israel – are being caused to take their lands away from the

heathens. The heathens are those who control the World Usury Bank and the military.

9 The Republicans and Democrats are symbolic of the world duality, or those of the

thesis versus those of the antithesis, and no synthesis present. They rise up to be sent into

the last great war that would kill many people, and destroy much property, just as the

Dragon usury bank instigated World War II by creating a terrible depression. The

American and British workers were laid off, and the evil bank would only lend money for

armaments to arm American and British troops to fight against Germany, Japan and the

Soviet Union. They didn’t count on Roosevelt and Churchill forming an alliance with

Stalin.

10 Before the war, a great effort was made to get the world news service to tell the

truth about what the complaints of Tojo, Hitler, and Stalin were all about. But those of

the world news media couldn’t tell the people the truth, because their families would be

threatened with death if they did.

11 Keep in mind that President Kennedy did tell his buddies in the American Navy

and Air Force the truth about the CIA invasion of Cuba, which they thought was

ridiculous and laughed about it, as though they were in a government that was democratic

and they had control of the situation. So, Kennedy withheld air support for the ground

invasion, which was a failure.

12 But as we see, JFK and his wife were invited to take a ride down the street of

Dallas, Texas, in an open touring car, in which he was assassinated as planned. His

assassins showed him and the people in a very subtle way that they controlled America.

13 They believe that the FRS, IMF, WTO is the New World Order. This is the

hallucination of the satanic Lucifer group who believe that God is leading them to bring

about Its Kingdom on Earth.

14 Why shouldn’t they believe this? Is there any organization on the planet that

stands up for the Kingdom of God and tells what it is, or at least presents a plan for the

people to use to fulfill God’s plan of restoring Its Kingdom on this planet? Well there was

the Soviet Union of Lenin, Marx and Engels, which came in Russia in 1917. Ezekiel 38 is

telling of the time when the demagogues sent armies into the Soviet Union in 1919-1921.

They had conquered all but one sixth of Russia, when public opinion and demonstrations
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in many nations forced the armies to withdraw from Russia and return the nation to the

Soviets.

15 The Lord says in verse 4 of Ezekiel 38: “And I will turn them back and put hooks

into their jaws, and I will bring thee forth.” Why did things take place the way they did,

seesawing back and forth? Because all the souls of the Earth had sinned. None of them

came together to announce and start the real Kingdom of God.

16 The ways and means of God’s Kingdom are simple. The people just hold all

things common, and make distribution of goods and services according to need (Acts

4:32-35).

17 This is what the World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise is. The

workers of the world stop working, and they start to create the things needed in life for

health, harmony and entertainment through God’s 30/30 Plan, where for 30 days half of

the women and men operate all the facilities of the unfolding utopian world, while the

other half have free use of all the facilities on the planet.

18 When half of the people are giving while the other half are receiving, this is

autonomous self-government, like the Soviets hoped to have. But to build it and have it,

you must do away with the military and the judiciary-penal systems and not support these

satanic rackets any longer in any way.

19 To put people in prisons is the most stupid barbaric thing there is; and killing

people with weapons destroys the soul force of the killers, who are already in fear that

they will be killed if they don’t obey the establishment.

20 God has shown with young Elian Gonzales in America how ridiculous a bankrupt

system is that is only of effects, with no spiritual sense of purpose, and how the system

can cause a people to be hypnotized en masse. As for Fidel Castro, he is one of those that

God has given the opportunity to bring forth a demonstration of the new world, by

creating a great vacation resort center in Cuba that would inspire people to change the

whole world over into a place of utopian fun, which the Lord will bless. But he hasn’t

done this because of the Cuban boycott by America and other Western nations, which has

throttled their people into near poverty because they embrace communism.

21 The facts are that the Universe is a great big place, and Earth is just a little peanut

where souls are trying to get out of the shell and back into normal universe.

22 It’s easy, all you have to do is to trade all you have in on the new model, the new

world where everyone is equal and God’s Spirit reigns supreme. However, God has to let

sin do its things against the sinners, or they wouldn’t move at all, they would just gather

in socialism as they always have done in communities.

23 What should the sinners do? The WWWS/KYE shows exactly what the sinners

should do. Cast out the military, the usury bank, and the judiciary-penal system. Well,

this is what the WWWS/KYE is. Without workers, how can the satans create wars as
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they have in the past? Keep in mind that those who want to cross over into the New

Placentia, the Kingdom of God, cannot sin anymore.

24 But those who want to keep sinning, wind up as the chaff on the threshing floor.

So let them do it. No one can save another. The only souls in body vehicles who can enter

into the new Kingdom of God which is shown in God’s 30/30 Plan of the new way of

life, are those souls who do not resist evil.

25 Jesus didn’t resist evil, and look what he accomplished for all people. He showed

everyone his transcendental spirit by letting the evil ones kill him as they did, and he rose

from the dead and appeared before people, who saw him go up into a cloud; and in the

cloud was a Galactic spaceship, which took him back into eternity.

26 The same situation then is true now, where the people are being crucified by the

Establishment. And the Christ spirit is here in the 144,000 of Revelation 14:1-6, who are

some two million volunteers from Galactica who have incarnated on Earth, and we are

bringing forth the thousands of magazines and books that are in circulation that instruct

people how to come out of this old dying world order.

Chapter 10
Cause and Effect

1 Cause and effect is the first spiritual teaching in all the spiritual books, which is

that your words (and actions) go forth to create the things for which they are sent, and do

not return to you void. Or, in other words, as you sow, so shall you reap. Cause and effect

is so simple that fifty percent of the people can’t speak, or don’t speak, its words of

knowing truth-reality. They only speak the words of effects, arising out of their vaunted

thinking minds. So they have no real positive thoughts to govern their life by.

2 Religion, for instance, is a dead word. Notice when you use the word, religion, it

is of the dead past. It’s like a has-been that never happened. So, he or she has a dead

religion.

3 For example, a soldier says he has a religion. Yet he obeys generals who give

orders to kill. Generals and soldiers on different military sides are under the natural law

of cause and effect/karma retroactive in their mind, which is positive or negative karma.

You should never allow your body to be animated by any thoughts to kill another person

regardless of what the general says, or the politicians say, or the judges say, who are of

the Constitutional law of a nation.

4 To say that you are a soldier defending your nation and righteousness is a lie. It is

the same as the lie told by everyone in a high paying job. The reason they have high

paying jobs isn’t because some people are more intelligent than others. It is because

money is used to persuade people to sin. They will sin if paid enough money. End all this

satanic foolishness in yourself right now.
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5 In the world, there is only one Satan, and Satan isn’t a man, it is the evil way of

doing things. Americans have deformed the Constitution into just so many patriotic

feelings, where patriotism is the last refuge of scoundrels. The dead who are worshipping

the dead have contrived tricks that play on false emotions, such as the Arlington

Cemetery, and the Vietnam Memorial in Washington, D.C., where soldiers who were

killed are buried or given false honor. They seem to not know that you reap what you

sow.

6 America is the nation that rides on the red horse of the Appocalypse, keeping

peace from the whole world (Revelation 6:4). This prophecy was given to John by Omni

God, just as you are reading here the thoughts that I write from Omni God. Therefore no

one can fool another, and no one can be tricked by their politicians, if they know about

cause and effect.

7 For every cause, there is an effect. For example, Abraham Lincoln was inspired

by God to use Article I, Section 8, Paragraph 5 of the U.S. Constitution and print money

called Lincoln Greenbacks, which was a free cash flow money medium of exchange.

8 The reason that Lincoln did this was that, along with many others, he knew about

the rip-off and control over the people by the Lucifer Usury Bank. They lend people

money at interest, therefore this gives them power over the people. As Mayer Amschel

Rothschild said, “Permit me to issue and control the money of a nation, and I care not

who makes the laws.” He also said, “I doubt that anyone wouldn’t see and use the

intrinsic value that usury money has in stocks and bonds, which will draw an interest for

themselves.”

9 This was exactly what Abraham Lincoln was led to correct in the nation and in

the government, which never has enough money to do social things for the people, while

the rich capitalists have plenty of money. He also denounced the European usury banks

for their exorbitant interest charges and stopped payment on government loans.

10 Americans gave Satanism, the Dragon of Revelation 13:4, the money print mint in

1913, to print all the money they need, for private banks to it loan it out; and the only

money in circulation is the money people borrow from usury banks and are paying

interest on.

11 And how did a debt for the people’s government occur? It occurred because, for

the government to have money and circulate it, it had to go through banks. It had to

borrow money and pay interest, which created debt.

12 Abraham Lincoln, by his courageous act of printing free cash flow money, was

showing  with his Greenbacks that the people and their government could have all the

free money they needed, and they could be in control of their nation. In this way, all

nations could form into a United Nations, and end war forever.
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13 This is what the Comforter Spirit of truth of St. John 14:16-17, 26 and 16:7-13 is

all about. This is me, the channel of this Everlasting Gospel, which is more important

than any book ever written. It is put into print and organized in numbered chapters and

verses, so anyone can look up the exact verse in a chapter needed to give a person

absolute, unlimited truth; and show unlimited love and respect for every person, whether

they are of Christ or the devil. Saints speaking the words of God heal people and make

them healthy, wealthy and wise, wise enough to know how the devil’s money system

works, which fools love, because all they have to do is play the stocks and bonds market

and live off of interest.

14 Abraham Lincoln, in his printing of Greenbacks, expected all nations to follow

him and rid the world of the dreaded usury money that made the devil’s people rich and

used the poor people and their youth, who had no other purpose than to protect their

system of satanic usury money. The satanic system and its supporters had Abraham

Lincoln assassinated; and the same with other Saints who were killed when they spoke

the truth of how the whole world was controlled by the Learned Elders of Zion.

15 In the modern age of science and technology which began in the 1930s, the more

spiritually advanced people formed workers socialist movements in Germany, Japan,

Italy, the USSR, and all the nations who wanted to rid themselves of debt. Debt is fool’s

folly, and nowhere in the RNA and DNA of Creation is there found debt.

16 Nations that allow debt must have soldiers, police, politicians and secret agents

such as the FBI and the CIA to keep the debt racket going.

17 The generous Americans gave Satanism the right to set up the FRS in New York

City and in eleven other cities across America, and the generously dumb and blind

Americans furnished the Satans with a money print mint so they can print and sell bills to

the unsuspecting public, which keeps the Americans and all nations in bondage as long as

they disobey God and the Saints.

18 You have never known the reason behind all this until now. You are a soul, sealed

in here, while normal utopian Universe is happening all about you. You are here in

prison, just as you have a spiritually dumb system that puts people in prisons to punish

them for so-called crime.

19 I came forth in April 1947, during the Easter week of the Lord’s resurrection, to

show that the evil, dumb systems of man’s government are just a fantasy which people

are caught up in trying to make money to live on. Believe it or not, they are so ignorant

that they build prisons to put people in instead of having psychologists to heal them.

20 Now, to get a degree, every female or male psychiatrist has to learn about all the

things in humans that cause them to do wrong things. If they did correct things, they

would get rid of the whole system they are bound under.
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21  I AM the central “ornament” of this great event which totally changes the whole

world, and people will no longer be afraid to speak the truth in themselves.

22 This planet is abundantly rich in all the wonderful things God has created, and has

workers who invent, make and build all things that will exist in a utopian kind of world

which blesses everyone. But it’s not here yet! This planet is still a mixed up mess of

egotists who want things of their own and want things their own way. They want to be

rich and have the workers come and build their mansions, garden the yards, and even be

the house cleaners and cooks and take care of the children, while they strut around in

their fancy clothes, which the workers have made. Evidently they think this is what the

world is for!

23 These souls in body vehicles are here because they caused this solar system to

short-circuit. It heated up and burned out, ruining the whole solar system and leaving

about 24 billion souls out of bodies, roaming these endless skies. The spaceships of the

Galactic Elohim have had to carefully animate the people to raise consciousness and

build the civilization in their taking care of these kind of Carlanon planets in our galaxy.

The Elohim do all this through their trinity computers, which work directly in harmony

with the morphic resonance of formative causation, and are in the perfect telepathic

communion which the Creation Entity has with all of Its galaxies in the Universe.

24 To explain the trinity computers further, the Creation Spirit of the Universe has It

all computerized, and Its microcosms in human bodies as souls are not to deal with data-

data-data; they are to only enjoy the Creation’s Garden of Eden parks, half the people

operating the universal park while the other half of the people have free use of the whole

park, and they switch roles on a rotating basis. Through their creativity the people of the

Universe have developed all these systems, or technologies, which are all kept in balance

with the electricity of the Universe, which is God’s Spirit, and it all works perfectly. Very

seldom, a soul comes along in a solar system who wants to be a god and be able to rule

over lots of people.

25 Now, it’s very hard to see how a screwball like Baal-Lucifer could come along

and start teaching people that they had a brain which was actually the source of their

thought and that they could think up marvelous things that were much better than just

utopian and blissful thought and having fun. Obviously, a Solar Catastrophe is not so

marvelous, yet this is what their thinking led to.

26 Spirit God is the sole operator and Creator of the Universe, and the infinite

Creation is like a series of spheres that you can see by blowing bubbles, pretty bubbles in

the air, that all form into spheres, and the spherical Universe is 12th dimensional mind-

over-matter consciousness, which is way beyond geometric triangles, hexagons,

tetrahedra, the Masonic Order, or even the Bible.
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27 God reveals in that verse about me in St. John 16:13, that I would speak or write

that which I hear, and from this tell the world the things that are to come. So I tell the

people that the Kingdom of God is being restored on this planet by the Galactic Elohim,

called ETI Space Beings, and if their ETI causation spaceships turned up the power of

God too fast, it would cause panic and a great cataclysm that would end most life on this

planet. Then Galactica might just as well forget about redeeming the eight or so billion

souls who are still here and have the key (the potential within them) of coming back to

God’s ways – not the fictitious man-God, but the Creation Spirit of the Universe. So, the

delivery is being carried out on the perfect schedule, and the Kingdom is born on earth in

the perfect way for the greatest number of souls to be present here in bodies at the great

Cosmic Jubilee.

Chapter 11
Let the Healing Begin

1 To be fair, the money changers have financed much that is good and beneficial, as

well as much that is evil and horrible. This would just be the way it is, because of their

karma, going all the way back to the Solar Catastrophe, they play the role of financial

middlemen who broker all the deals, including making weapons of destruction. They

have also financed the building of the industrial and scientific-technological age, which

has been a necessity to build up the planet’s consciousness to the point where humanity

can unite with Galactica. However, they are not aware that Spirit God has used them for

this purpose. So it’s time for them to let go of trying to run the world through money

games and be healed along with everyone else.

2 Duality is the illusion, and it may be illusionary to believe that earth people can

figure out their duality and do something spiritual about it, such as “the lion” (Zionism,

representing money and ownership) and “the lamb” (Communism, representing the

workers of the world), lying down together. However, in due time, with the pouring out

of God’s spirit on all flesh raising the consciousness, they will lie down together.

3 No nation of people yet has offered God’s wonderful gifts to one another. The

closest a nation has come to it is in a saying of the United States Founders, who offered

“life, liberty and the pursuits of happiness.” No nation has offered equality and the ending

of the status quo. But now the Comforter Spirit of truth comes, and he takes away the old

status quo by bringing equality all over the world.

4 A good fifty percent of the world’s industries make things that only waste natural

resources and further pollute the planet. The people are forced to work around harmful

chemicals and are coerced into eating cheap commercial foods, which are causing

diseases, cavities in teeth, and obesity, almost as though the diseases were regulated for

the high salaries of the doctors and dentists.
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5 So now the Comforter Spirit of truth is here, to “bring all things to your

remembrance.” As Jesus says in St. John 14:30, “hereafter I will not talk much with you,

for the Prince of this world [the Archangel Michael] cometh, and hath nothing in me.”

The meaning of this is that Michael is of the 12th density, and the prophets of Jesus are

still of the 7th density. Jesus, Buddha, Krishna and others of the Solar Tribunal, in

themselves as higher Beings in Christ spirit, are of 12th density cosmic consciousness.

But they could only channel to the people here in the 7th density consciousness.

6 The religion that has come in the name of Jesus, like the existing hierarchy of the

time, could only reflect the 7th density, because that was the highest prevailing

consciousness of the souls after the Solar Catastrophe. The developing nature of

consciousness would have to reflect that of the souls being processed here. They were

and are caught up in duality consciousness, which Christ consciousness redeems us from,

because we become aware of our essential unity with Spirit God as all life and in all

souls.

7 In spite of it all, Jesus has played his part of holding the door to higher

consciousness open for all souls who approach him in Spirit with an honest, open heart,

which many Christians have. Nevertheless, the time for all religions to end is now. All

religions are fulfilled with the cosmic rebirth of humanity into Spirit God’s Kingdom,

which comes now. True spirituality in all souls comes into being as Universal Christ

Consciousness, the real second coming.

8 The Comforter Spirit of truth in Michael knows that souls in bodies do perfect

things when they live in a perfect system of autonomous self-government. So then why

hasn’t Christianity taught what God’s kind of economy is, as it is given in Acts 4:32-35?

Christianity has gotten caught up in the old duality hierarchy and money games like

everyone else, and they have lost sight of the essential spiritual truth. We are all one

people on the planet, all children of God. We are to do unto others as we would have

them do unto us.

9 The Marxist Communists were supposed to throw out everything that wasn’t of

real communism, as it is explained in the Bible. Regardless of the way Marx and Lenin

felt about the priests of the Christian churches and religion, they should have kept telling

the people, loud and clear, that real communism is the holding of all material things

common and making free distribution to every soul in a body according to need, as it is

written in the Bible. Also, if the USSR had done away with the old punishment system,

and instead established the Universal Soldiers and Police, whose only job is to keep the

peace and heal unbalanced situations, they would have succeeded in their mission to

bring true Christ Communism.

10 They should have thrown out the old judiciary-penal system and prisons and

established the healing of souls of their past conditioned reflexes, that they took on in
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past lifetimes in wars, in prisons, in terrible, grueling jobs, and in all the things which

caused them to be spoiled and to be “robbers,” which God speaks of in Ezekiel 39:10. In

this time when the world is ready to be disarmed, the Godmind says that we should “spoil

those who have spoiled us, and rob those who are robbing us.” This, of course, is to be

done in a way that heals all people and harms no one, which is to eliminate the system

that allows this to happen in the first place.

11 The people who are really being robbed now are those people who can’t keep all

their present industries going. They are losing them to the banks because they can’t

overcome their burden of debt, and others are losing their homes, farms or jobs for

similar reasons. This must come to an end, and it will end now in a perfect way that

harms no one.

12 This is the time when Omni God comes in with Its omnipresent Spirit,

manifesting in crash-proof spaceships of perpetual motion that obtain their energies out

of the electro-magnetic field. These spaceships have the feature of teleportation, and the

souls on board use their psychic force to manifest instant food and drink. These

spaceships will appear at first in the heavens in a great world wide demonstration,

broadcasting a message of peace and welcome over world television and radio. They will

beam in programs from outside this solar system, and the boring commercial television

will completely end.

13 Forever.

(Go to Book 11)


